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“We’re able to focus 

more on the meat of 

the RFP rather than 

administering the 

process. [...] 

Bonfire adds a  

whole lot of ease  

to the process.”

-Lacy Parson,  
Contract Manager,  
Milwaukee County

“

Public procurement teams can no longer afford to manage their 

competitive bidding and RFx projects through manual processes. 

Spreadsheets, long group meetings, email, and basic bidding tools 

waste time, risk compliance, and make it difficult to deliver best value.

Bonfire streamlines your sourcing, contract management, and 

vendor performance on one cloud-based platform, bringing the right 

stakeholders together for confident and compliant sourcing decisions.

Sourcing software 
that works the 
way you do

BONFIRE FOR PUBLIC SECTOR

Why Bonfire  
for the public sector? 

Procurement teams need to be fair and transparent in their sourcing 

decisions. Bonfire ensures compliance and process adherence with 

flexible built-in controls and complete audit trails for every step of the 

decision.

Absorb the complexity of compliance

Collect, store, and auto-expire supplier documentation

Ensure secure document distribution and management

Gain visibility over all communication, document views, and actions in 
the decision

Instantly export reports for audits, debriefs, and record keeping

Easy-to-learn  
and easy-to-love

2 weeks or less 
to implement with no  
IT resources required

user adoption

World class  
client support

http://www.gobonfire.com


Bonfire centralizes your procurement on  

a secure online platform, enabling teams  

run projects in half the time, avoid the costs  

and frustration of physical submissions,  

and gain better insight into their purchasing 

decisions.

Bonfire digitizes the complete sourcing lifecycle 

and contract management, equipping you with 

deep insights, powerful evaluation capabilities,  

and proactive performance management tools. 

Teams using Bonfire see an average of 18% cost 

savings on their RFPs. 

Expand your supplier reach for greater  
negotiation power

Conduct deeper evaluations, with qualitative/
quantitative scoring, BAFO, and reverse auctions

Identify savings opportunities with 360° visibility 
over spend and project KPIs  

Stay on top of your contracts with key 
milestones, auto-reminders, and forecasting

Drive better value in your  
sourcing decisions

Save time and streamline  
the sourcing process

eSourcing  
•  Post opportunities, manage vendor Q&A, and receive      
 submissions online  
 •  Distribute documents to evaluators, then collect and    
 tabulate scores digitally 
 •  Powerful tools to facilitate informed group decision-making 
 •  Award decisions backed by complete audit trails

Contracts and Performance Management 
•  Store and view contracts on one centralized, searchable    
 platform 

•  Forecast future procurement needs, set milestones and  
 auto-reminders  

•  Configure and collect vendor performance surveys 

•  Monitor vendor performance through clear dashboards

Engage vendors with an easy-to-use vendor 
registration and submission portal

View suppliers, project progress, and KPIs  
within one central dashboard

Collaborate and communicate with key 
stakeholders in a single online location

Save time with automatic data aggregation,  
score tabulation, and consensus reporting 

GoBonfire.com/techreview

“The specialized capability it brings to the public sector makes 
Bonfire one of the few modern sourcing solutions that is ready 
on an out-of-the-box basis for public sector requirements.” 

- Spend Matters Technology Review

Read the full Technology Review at

http://www.gobonfire.com
http://www.gobonfire.com/techreview

